Clue Answer Sheet
where did all the money go? the great depression mystery ... - clue sheet #2 – answer sheet labor &
employment directions: visit the website associated with each topic. answer the questions in a ... refer to clue
sheet #1. (the answershould be based on the world and us events.) new businesses were developing around
new products. inventions for communication and clue sheet #3c – answer sheet - econedlink - clue sheet
#3c – answer sheet directions: read the following article about the stock market crash of 1929. the stock
market crash of 1929 by michael boldin this article courtesy of the dismal scientist produced by economy, inc.
october 24, 1929. black thursday. on this infamous day, the new york stock exchange context clues 2 ereading worksheets - context clues 2.2 . directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the
word using cross sentence clues or your prior knowledge. then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you
determine the word meaning. 1. degrade: suzie’s mother taught her to never let anyone degrade her, so now
she demands respect in all of her relationships. food label quiz answer sheet - code sheet with correct
answers 1. b on the basis of: clue 5 (a has less than 2 grams of fiber per 100 calories) 2. b on the basis of: clue
3 (a has partially hydrogenated oil) clue 4 (a has a long ingredient list) 3. a on the basis of: clue 2 (first
ingredient of b is high fructose corn syrup) clue 3 (b has high fructose corn syrup) clues sheet n ame illuminations - clues sheet name _____ . dear detective, someone has robbed the national bank of
illuminations in washington d.c. it is your job to use the clues left by the perpetrators to locate and apprehend
the robber. clue sheet - illuminations - clue sheet dear detective, someone has robbed the national bank of
illuminations in washington d.c. it is your job to use the clues left by the perpetrators to locate and apprehend
the robber. your tools will be your power of deduction and your mathematical knowledge. good luck cracking
this case! sincerely, captain p. thagoras clues: context clues 1 - ereading worksheets - context clues 1.5
directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues or your
prior knowledge. then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning. 1.
unresponsive: after dropping his phone in the toilet, robert repeatedly pressed and held the power do not
write on this paper - warren county public schools - do not write on this paper context clues are hints in
the writing that help you figure out what a word means. each example below has hints within the passage or
sentence to help you figure out the meaning of the word. read each question carefully and bubble in the
correct answer on your scantron. the word you are defining homophone clues - super teacher worksheets
- answer key homophone clues write the correct word for each clue. 1. pair couple pear fruit that grows on a
tree 2. meat beef, pork, ribs, poultry meet talk to someone for the first time 3. pail bucket pale light-colored 4.
clothes shirts, pants, hats, shorts close shut or seal 5. flower colorful part of a plant flour white powder used for
cooking 6. rows lines; opposite of columns algebra cheat sheets - welcome to our class site! - sheet 15
writing inequalities look for ‘clue’ words: 1. for the clue words, ‘the product of’ place the constant before the
variable. do not use a sign. 2. the clue words ‘more than’ and ‘less than’ indicate inverted order. 3. if there are
no clue words, write the equation in the order that the words appear. 4. context clues worksheet #2
humanities 2 pts. per question ... - context clues worksheet #2 humanities 2 pts. per question, 84 pts.
total possible directions: context clues are hints in the writing that help you figure out what a word means.
each example below has hints within the passage or sentence to help you figure out the meaning of the word.
volunteer activity 4 - national wildlife federation - volunteer activity 4 student clue answer sheet
reminder: student clue sheets do not contain the latitude or longitude clue. this is a clue you can give if they
are getting stuck. group 1: where is the polar bear answer: churchill, canada - i live in north america. - i live in
the country which lies north of united states. teacher information - sciencespot - the clue card for that
cache and allow time for them to determine the next waypoint. after you have verified that it is the correct
one, send them on their way to the next cache. 6 - after a team has completed all 10 evidence caches, record
their finishing time on their answer sheet. results
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